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Jeep Patriot owners have reported 9 problems related to car will not accelerate under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep Patriot based on all problems reported
for the Patriot. While driving, loss of power. Was driving 60 mph, lost power and car would not
accelerate, but rpms would hit 6k. Had to change altenator. With brand new altenator I got 90
miles. Then car would only hit 20 mph , and rpms would hit 6k with no acceleration. Pull over
and sit 5 minutes then car would accelerate normal. But the problem happens everytime I start
car and go to drive. Have read that the has been an ecu and other issues and recalls for it with
many others complaining. I was on highway. There seems to be an issue with the radio as it
with the vehicle turned off and no key in ignition, the stereo makes noise like it's trying to work.
Feel veryvunsage and it seems to be a manufacturing issue as the vehicle only has 90k miles.
See all problems of the Jeep Patriot. Feels dangerous like car is going to shut off at any
moment. This started last night when 3 lights appeared on dash but car sounded normal.
Shortly after it shut off and has gone decreasingly down hill. Etc light was coming on, car would
not accelerate as should when gas pedal was pressed. Car would jerk forward as if was about to
die. Trying to get onto highway is always sketchy. Finally told throttle body was an issue. Got
the entire unit replaced by dealership not just the sensor and not even a year later same thing is
happening again. Hundreds of others on forums for the Jeep Patriot no matter the year are
having the same issues over and over! Not to mention it should never had happened to a 2 year
old vehicle! Now I am in fear of it doing it again because it's driving the same not going when
gassed jerking forward, even in idle, not just for safety reasons for financial reasons as well.
How can do many different year models have the same issues and this not be a mopar recall.
Upon entering a major high way system, the engine on my Jeep Patriot would not accelerate,
regardless of the pressure applied to the gas pedal. It felt like there was something resisting the
acceleration. There I am in the middle lane of a 6 lane bridge with free way traffic going 60mph
and I am decelerating even with adequate pressure applied to the gas when comes electrical
throttle control light came on, along with the check engine light and the traction control light.
The guy driving the tow truck said I was his 4th Jeep today with the same problem and among
many this month. I've had my vehicle since new in and for the first year of having the vehicle I
traveled 50 miles one way to work every day, so I put a lot of miles on the vehicle but mainly
highway miles. I've never had an issue with the vehicle until a month ago. I went to go to work
and the electronic throttle control light, check engine light, an traction control lights came on.
The vehicle would not accelerate because of the etc light. The engine pulsated and revved
steady at 4, rpms until I shut the vehicle off. I took it to a Chrysler dealer and they replaced the
pcm. I got my vehicle back and it worked fine for about 2 weeks. Upon getting gas the vehicle
would not start. All the lights and the radio worked but it would not click, crank, or turn over. I
finally was able to start the vehicle and it ran fine for 3 days and the same thing happened in a
parking lot. I took it to another Chrysler dealer and had yet another pcm put in it. The vehicle is
still at the Chrysler dealer and I've been without it and driving a rental for almost a week now.
I've contacted Chrysler and upon asking them what is going to happen if the issue persists,
they could only say they'll continue to diagnose it and fix it. I have a 2 year old and I can't afford
to be driving an let sit along the side of the road if I decide to take him somewhere farther away.
Tl-the contact owns a Jeep Patriot. The contact stated that while driving at 65 mph, the vehicle
lost power and decelerated. In addition, the accelerator pedal was depressed but the vehicle
failed to accelerate as an abnormal noise came from the front of the vehicle then the vehicle
stalled. The contact was able to restart the vehicle after a while. The vehicle was towed to the
contact's residence. The vehicle was taken to a dealer who diagnosed that the totally integrated
power module tipm , and brake light switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired.
However, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage
was Electric light, traction control light and engine light turn on and the engine is rough idling.
The vehicle will not accelerate or brake. The brake pedal become pressurized and will not
respond or depress. Car continued to hesitate as I pressed the gas pedal down. Car slowly
accelerated but would not go more than 40 mphs. Car continued to pull and hesitated as I was
attempting to get it the shop. Major safety concern and almost get in a major accident
attempting to turn into traffic. While pulling out and driving down a parking ramp the engine
code lamp illuminated. The vehicle continue to run and I proceeded home. While entering the
freeway from an onramp I noted the vehicle would not accelerate normally. The engine rpm
would max at rpm and the vehicle would not gain speed. Later code retrieval noted a obd ii code
of p By the time I made the appointment for inspection the code reset and turned off. This same
code as reoccurred and reset up to 6 times. The dealership would not troubleshoot the incident
with the code not being present. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems.
Car Will Not Start problems. Starter problems. Horn Assembly problems. Software problems.

Crankshaft Position Sensor problems. Instrument Panel problems. These problems result
mainly from poor combustion, which stifles the engine. So before replacing your engine parts,
try Carbon Cleaning. A dirty engine as the result of carbon deposits is the new threat to vehicle
performance. Throttle Position Sensor : Jeep Patriot 2. What does a Throttle Position Sensor
do? The Throttle Position sensor moves with the throttle and sends a voltage signal to the
computer indicating throttle angle and speed of movement data. The computer uses this data to
measure engine load, adjust timing, fuel delivery, EGR, converter clutch operation and clear
flood mode. The TPS is mounted on the throttle body. It doesn't mean that they show
individually, but it often happens that you'll notice more than just one sign. The light is meant to
tell you, the driver, that something is wrong with either a component of the car, or its sensor.
It's always advisable to get your car checked out by a mechanic as early as possible if this light
is on. Without proper inputs from the TPS, the on-board computer is unable to guide the engine
to work at optimum levels. Similar to getting jerks while accelerating, with a faulty TPS, the
computer cannot tell if the throttle is fully shut when the car is idling. The TPS can give a bad
input, prompting the engine to stall. What usually happens is that at high speeds, the butterfly
valve inside the throttle may close up, and if the driver pushes on the pedal harder, the valve
'pops' open suddenly, giving the car an unintentional burst of speed. All of this happens if the
sensor is unable to detect the closed position of the throttle. How to Check a Throttle Position
Sensor? The polarity of the test probes doesn't matter when making this test. It should increase
or decrease steadily and evenly as the throttle linkage is moved through its full range. Any
sudden drops or increases in the reading indicate a bad TPS, which needs to be replaced. A
drop to infinite resistance at any point indicates a break in the TPS's resistance element and
also indicates a bad TPS. Ajustement If Throttle Sensor is replaced or removed, it is necessary
to install in proper position, by following the procedures shown below: - Install Throttle Sensor
body in the Throttle Chamber. Do not tighten bolts. Leave bolts loose. Do you have a problem
on your TPS? Decarbonization allows to clean effectively your engine. Make your online
diagnosis. Find a center. Our centers worldwide. With the Carbon Cleaning solution, you can
help extend the life of your car engine without the need to replace so many expensive parts.
Locate a center near you :. As a member of the Carbon Cleaning network, you are an
independent vendor. To help you grow your business, we put all of our experience and
expertise at your disposal. Site map. Our team is available to answer all your questions. Phone :
Please send an Email. They were not on before. When I tried to reverse out of my spot the rpms
revved up very high over 3k and my jeep lurched back and struggled to move. The same thing
happened when in drive. I tried to put it in 4wd and then take it out of it but it didn't work. Then
suddenly it drove normally. Since then this will happen randomly while driving, then goes back
to normal. The lights have all stayed on. Sometimes the 4WD! What is going on!?!? Sara
answered 4 years ago. Best advice, trade in and get yourself something without a CVT
transmission. I had the same problem with my Compass. If its not the wheel sensors, check the
wheel bearings. GuruDC2FH answered 3 years ago. What should I do??? Pulled black tape off
sure enough green corrision and wires broken, cleaned and stripped wires and rejoined them
back together , soldered them and retaped , worked great , no lights on anymore and code was
cleared, i see lots of people in here with same problem, check yours out before spending lots of
dollars. Any other suggestions?? Stephanie answered 2 years ago. Had the same issue Patriot
The wheel bearing and hub assembly are all one unit, on the back side of the bearing there is a
clip where the ABS sensor is attached to. Over time that clip corrodes and the speed sensor
ABS sensor will no longer work. It will throw all of those codes it did in mine at least. You may
be able to still use the old sensor but if its the problem I had the hub Assembly will have to be
replaced even if the bearing is still good because the clip isn't sold separately. Hub assembly is
about 70 bux online and abs sensor is about An honest mechanic would charge about an hour
to an hour and a half for labour. GuruTGV5S answered 2 years ago. I need help What does it
mean? Could it have anything to do w hitting the pole? AdamPoole answered 2 years ago.
Check the wireing harness under the driver side like rest there will be a red looped wire that will
be corroded or broken. Hope this helps. RickVining66 answered 2 years ago. I have an 07 jeep
compass I changed the rear abs sensor and a wheel bearing. I had that exact scenario.
Replaced one, and then had to replace the other. Also a cheap code reader can go a long way. I
bought a bluetooth one on amazon that pairs with my phone and goes pretty in depth. Now its
throwing a check engine light talking about camshaft position is advanced. I think the camshaft
position sensor needs to be replaced. Check the driver side kick plate the big wire harness
there will be a looped red wire it will have corrosion or a break. Ryan answered 2 years ago.
Your cheapest and most likely fix is electrical. I agree that you should check the ground strap
off the negative terminal between the body and the battery. The driver side kick pannel is a great
place to check for corrosion as well. However it is most likely the connection at the wheel wells.

There are two connections in the wheel wells one at the back of the wheel hub assembly
connecting to the ABS sensor the other at the frame where the wires enter back into the vehicle.
Check for any visual signs of wear and exposed wire and fix accordingly. But most likely
moisture has gotten into the connection and cause corrosion and a bad connection. I simply
cleaned those two connections at all four wheels and filled them with dielectric grease and the
problem was fixed permanently. GuruBJ3NH answered 2 years ago. GuruC89QC answered
about a year ago. Our mechanic mentioned the throttle body has to be replaced. GuruSN9FJ
answered about a year ago. I had a similar problem and it was the throttle body sensor.
GuruHB2KR answered about a year ago. In my case I had the exact same issues on a Cherokee.
Shudders,brakes engaging themselves at low speed,no acceleration. All same lights on. It also
felt like the brakes were worn right down. Removed all four wheels and checked brakes, they
were fine. Found drivers side wheel hub assembly which contains abs sensor and wheel
bearing to be bad,so replaced it and zero issues since. No indicator lights,shuddering and the
brakes feel like they should. Hope this helps because it was quite frustrating for me as well.
GuruHCP4K answered about a year ago. I don't know anything about mechanical problems. A
few places I have called has said I am looking at a lot of money. It is crazy a three year old
vehicle is going to cost a lot already. Please help me with what to do. In my case replacing a bad
wheel hub assembly which contains an abs sensor and a wheel bearing fixed the problem.
GuruH1L37 answered about a year ago. I have a Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara, and have had
to replace the rear wheel sensors. Haven't had a issue since them been about a year. I just
replaced the front wheel hub ABS Speed sensors, and started doing same thing. Anyone have
other ideas? Frederic answered about a year ago. Exact same problem. I had the same problem.
Used a wire nut to get the 4 pink wires together, some electrical tape, and here we go for
another 11 years. Diego answered about a year ago. A quick fix is to pull the ABS fuse. You will
still get the lights but the car won't drop to 20 mph. Haley answered about a year ago. Just had
the same issue. It was the right front wheel speed sensor. Steven answered about a year ago.
While driving, every now and then my Patriot 2. Activating the 4wd lever gets no change. Today
it happened and the brakes shuddered when I depressed the brake pedal. I had Jeep service
rep;ace one wheel sensor a few months ago. It only has 36, miles. Kado answered about a year
ago. Check your wheel speed sensors I've changed mine and my four wheel drive warning light
and traction control and ABS light went off. Len answered about a year ago. Late at night I
turned Jeep on to head home. I engaged the Drive and the Jeep took off without me. It was on
high rev and I was standing on the brakes. I drove terrified for nearly a half mile and one 90
degree turn before it disengaged. I was so grateful that the roads were empty because I could
have killed someone if not many people, depending on where I could have been. I'm terrified to
drive it again. Guru7F5RM answered 8 months ago. Too bad Jeep won't own up and see they
have a problem with their vehicles. GuruTS4K8 answered 5 months ago. I have a Jeep Patriot. I
had new tires and an alignment done last week. I drove it about 20 miles and it was great. The
next day my dashboard lit up. All the fuses are ok. The guy at Midas said his computer could
not talk to my ABS. Could having my tires finally aligned have anything to do with this. Funny
how the tire they had a hard time with is the rear passenger tire. The one with the sensors.
Thank you. Wheel bearing sensor. The wheel bearing has a clip on the back side of it. When
your jeep throws that code it could be the speed sensor, a bad wheel bearing, or the clip that
attaches to the bearing that allows the speed sensor to be clipped in. You cannot replace the
clip itself, you will have to replace the entire bearing. The clip corrodes over time. If they had a
hard time with the tire it's probably a sign of corrosion on the back end. If you end up replacing
the wheel bearing, invest the extra 15 dollars for a new speed sensor as well, you dont want to
replace the bearing and then have them take it apart again to replace the sensor. They can do it
all at once with little cost difference in labour. Replacing the wheel bearing yourself is a heck of
a job, you may need a torch to loosen the nut. Any mechanic with their salt should be able to do
the whole job in an hour. I bought the parts on amazon, parts and labour came to be less than
CAD. When I tried to reverse out of my sp The esp bas, traction control light, and 4wd! Light
have been on steady and I have been driving it. Today when I drove it the esp bas and traction
control light went Was wonder if the jeep is safe to drive with all these steady lights on. When
checking with the OBD it shows "low voltage". There is no other fault and the car starts and
drives normally. Any clue t ETC and Traction Control light limp mode. Started when front wheel
almost fell off. Battery went dead and is in limp mode. How do i fix this. Thanks Sean. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Patriot question. Sell Your Car

Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Patriot Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. Useful The easiest way to keep up with everything in your neighborhood. Private A private
environment designed just for you and your neighbors. Proven Over , neighborhoods across
the country rely on Nextdoor. Cameron Ranch. Carmichael South. Casitas El Camino. Casitas
Manzanita. Cypress Park. Del Campo Park. El Camino Estates. El Camino Walnut. Engle Glen.
Fallen Oaks. Gibbons Park Estates. Haskell Ave. Kenneth Gardens. Little Barrett Hills. Maddox
Park. Marconi - Gunn. Marshall Ave. Marywood Estates. Olive Lane. Patric Way. San Marque
Circle. Sarah Park. Shelfield Estates. Wellington Del Dayo. About Sign up Log in. Explore the
possibilities nearby. Join your neighborhood. Get the most out of your neighborhood with
Nextdoor Join your neighborhood. It's where communities come together to greet newcomers,
exchange recommendations, and read the latest local news. Where neighbors support local
businesses and get updates from public agencies. Where neighbors borrow tools and sell
couches. It's how to get the most out of everything nearby. Welcome, neighbor. Over ,
neighborhoods across the country rely on Nextdoor. D Del Campo Park. F Fallen Oaks
Foxworth. H Haskell Ave Hollister. K Kenneth Gardens. O Oak Leaf Olive Lane. P Patric Way. R
Riverwood. Now create your account. Create your free account to get full access. Or, join using
your Facebook Account. Female Male Other. Have an invitation code? Enter it here. Sign up.
Learn more about how your address is shown on Nextdoor. Your information is safe and
secure. Can't locate your residence? Contact us. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools. Menu
Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. If you decide to continue your service at the
end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at
then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at to cancel. Trial service is not transferrable or
refundable. All fees and programming subject to change. Satellite service is available only to
those at least 18 and older in the 48 contiguous USA and D. Internet radio service is available
throughout our satellite service area and in AK and HI with limited coverage. In-dash DVD
capability not available in all states. Video only available on front screen when vehicle is in park.
To check phone compatibility please visit UconnectPhone. Visit Also requires the use of a
compatible smartphone that supports text messaging and Bluetooth. Check UconnectPhone.
Find Your Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price
refers to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be
shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing
details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to
Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. Be assured that it represents precision workmanship,
distinctive styling, and high quality - all essentials that are traditional to our vehicles. Your new
FCA US vehicle has characteristics to enhance the driver's control under some driving
conditions. Objects can become trapped under the brake pedal and accelerator pedal causing a
loss of vehicle control. Page 7 If your symptoms persist, please see an authorized dealer.
Instrument Cluster pg. Tachometer 6. Electronic Speed Control pg. Lower Storage Climate
Controls pg. Power Outlet pg. Shift Lever pg. Fuel Gauge 2. Tachometer 4. The turn signal lights
will flash, and the horn will chirp to acknowledge the signal. Exhaust gas contains Carbon
Monoxide CO which is odorless and colorless. Carbon Monoxide is poisonous and can cause
serious injury or death when inhaled. The exterior lights will flash, and the horn will sound. If
this occurs, disarm the Vehicle Security Alarm. If you are involved in another collision, the air
bags will not be in place to protect you. Do not lean against the door or window. Sit upright in
the center of the seat. The Occupant Restraint Controller ORC monitors the internal circuits and
intercon- necting wiring associated with air bag system electrical components. NOTE: EDR data
are recorded by your vehicle only if a non-trivial crash situation occurs; no data are recorded by
the EDR under normal driving conditions and no personal data e. They are just visible when you
lean into the rear seat to install the child restraint. You will easily feel them if you run your finger
along the gap between the seatback and seat cushion. Only install this type of child restraint in
the outboard seating positions. Child restraints with flexible, webbing mounted lower
attachments can be installed in any rear seating position. To lock the seat belt, pull down on the
shoulder part of the belt until you have pulled all the seat belt webbing out of the retractor.
Then, allow the webbing to retract back into the retractor. As the webbing retracts, you will hear
a clicking sound. The force required to hold even an infant on your lap could become so great
that you could not hold the child, no matter how strong you are. Always securely stow removed
head restraints in a location outside the occupant compartment. Moving a seat while driving
could result in loss of control which could cause a collision and serious injury or death. While
sitting in the seat, lift up on the bar and move the seat forward or rearward. Rotate the lever
downward to increase the lumbar support or rotate the lever upward to decrease the lumbar
support. Lumbar Support Lever Driver's Seatback Recline To adjust the seatback, lift the lever

located on the outboard side of the seat, lean back to the desired angle and release the lever.
Then push the seatback to a reclined position, approximately 35 degrees maximum, and release
the strap. Do not ride with the seatback reclined so that the shoulder belt is no longer resting
against your chest. It may cause burns even at low temperatures, especially if used for long
periods of time. Drive moderately during the first miles km. While cruising, brief full-throttle
acceleration within the limits of local traffic laws contributes to a good break-in. Turn the end of
the lever to the second detent to turn on the headlights. Automatic Headlights Turning the end
of the multifunction lever to the third detent AUTO , will activate the automatic headlight system.
NOTE: If either light remains on and does not flash, or there is a very fast flash rate, check for a
defective outside light bulb. Rotate the end of the lever upward to the third detent past the
intermittent settings for high-speed wiper operation. Intermittent Wiper System Use the
intermittent wiper when weather conditions make a single wiping cycle, with a variable pause
between cycles, desirable. As long as the lever is held down, the wipers will continue to
operate. NOTE: The mist feature does not activate the washer pump; The Electronic Speed
Control buttons are located on the right side of the steering wheel. The drivers preferred units
can be selected through the instrument panel settings if equipped. The ParkView Rear Back-Up
Camera image will be displayed on the radio display screen, located on the center stack of the
instrument panel. If the radio display screen appears foggy, clean the camera lens located on
the liftgate. The transmission electronics are self-calibrating; therefore, the first few shifts on a
new vehicle may be somewhat abrupt. This is a normal condition, and precision shifts will
develop within a few hundred miles kilometers. Never leave the Key Fob in or near the vehicle,
or in a location accessible to children. If an obstruction in the path of the sunroof is detected,
the sunroof will automatically retract. Remove the obstruction if this occurs. Next, push the
switch forward and release to Express Close. Uconnect Voice Command Button pg. Uconnect
Phone Button pg. USB Port on Radio pg. Audio Jack pg. Front Power Outlet pg. USB Port inside
glove box pg. Push and hold the TIME button until the hours blink. SiriusXM Satellite Radio
SiriusXM services require subscriptions, sold separately after the month trial included with the
new vehicle purchase. This requires the use of a 3. If you decide to continue your service at the
end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at
then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at to cancel. Turn the radio on, then press the screen
where the time is displayed. The radio pulls the disc in automatically and closes the flip screen.
The radio selects the appropriate mode after the disc is recognized, and starts playing the first
track. Garmin Navigation includes a database with over six million points of interest. If you
depart from the original route, your route is recalculated. A speed limit icon could appear as you
travel on major roadways. Following Your Route 1 â€” NOTE: If the route you are currently
taking is the only reasonable option, the device might not calculate a detour. Prior to starting
the pairing procedure ensure all additional phones within the vehicle have their Bluetooth
disabled. Until then, if available, the previously downloaded phonebook is available for use.
Your attention should be focused on safely operating the vehicle. Failure to do so may result in
a collision causing you and others to be severely injured or killed. It also allows you to respond
by selecting from various predefined phrases. Pushing the controls on the steering wheel
allows the driver to select vehicle information and Personal Settings. The HomeLink unit is
powered by your vehicles 12 Volt battery. The HomeLink buttons that are located in the
overhead console or sunvisor designate the three different HomeLink channels. Push and hold
the HomeLink button you want to program while you push and hold the hand-held transmitter
button. Continue to hold both buttons and observe the indicator light. The HomeLink indicator
will flash slowly and then rapidly after HomeLink has received the frequency signal from the
hand-held transmitter. Activation will now occur for the programmed device e. The hand-held
transmitter of the device may also be used at any time. The outlet can operate a conventional
cigar lighter unit or power accessories designed for use with a standard power outlet adapter.
They provide for all-weather, all-terrain capability for added driving security in less-than-ideal
road conditions. To deactivate, simply pull on the T-handle one more time. Tongue Wt. Frontal
Area Transmission Wt. See Note 22 sq ft 2. Residents or for Canadian Residents. If a problem is
detected, the light will come on while the engine is running. Cycle the ignition when the vehicle
has completely stopped and the shift lever is placed in the PARK position; This sequence will
continue upon subsequent vehicle start-ups as long as the malfunction exists. When the
malfunc- tion indicator is illuminated, the system may not be able to detect or signal low tire
pressure as intended. A leak in either half of the dual brake system is indicated by the Brake
Warning Light, which will turn on when the brake fluid level in the master cylinder has dropped
below a specified level. If this light turns on, you will experience reduced vehicle performance
until the automatic transmission cools down. If the light begins to flash during acceleration,
ease up on the accelerator and apply as little throttle as possible. Be sure to adapt your speed

and driving to the prevailing road conditions. Resetting The Light After Servicing 1. If the
transmission overheat warning light turns on, you will experience reduced performance until
the automatic transmission cools down. Spare Tire Removal Lift up the load floor cover and
remove the hold down. Preparations For Jacking 1. Loosen, but do not remove, the wheel nuts
by turning them to the left one turn while the wheel is still on the ground. NOTE: There are front
and rear jacking locations on each side of the body. The front locations are outlined by two
triangular cutouts on one of the flanges in the sill flange assembly. Turn the jack screw to the
left until the jack can be placed under the jacking location. Once the jack is positioned, turn the
jack screw to the right until the jack head is properly engaged with the lift area closest to the
wheel to be changed. Raising the vehicle higher than necessary can make the vehicle less
stable. To avoid possible personal injury, handle the wheel covers with care to avoid contact
with any sharp edges. NOTE: The wheel cover is held on the wheel by the wheel nuts. When
reinstalling the original wheel, properly align the wheel cover to the valve stem, place the wheel
cover onto the wheel, then install the wheel nuts. Mount the road tire on the axle. Align the valve
notch in the wheel cover with the valve stem on the wheel. Install the cover by hand. Do not use
a hammer or excessive force to install the cover. Wheel Cover Installation 1 â€” Install the
remaining lug nuts with the cone shaped end of the nut toward the wheel. Lightly tighten the lug
nuts. To avoid the risk of forcing the vehicle off the jack, do not fully tighten the lug nuts until
the vehicle has been lowered. To access the battery remove the air intake duct by turning the
two finger screws, located on the radiator support. It can start anytime the ignition switch is ON.
You can be injured by moving fan blades. Do not connect the jumper cable to the negative post of the discharged battery. The resulting electrical spark could cause the battery to explode
and could result in personal injury. Press and maintain firm pressure on the brake pedal. Insert
the screwdriver or similar tool into the access port, and push and hold the override release lever
forward. Turn the steering wheel right and left to clear the area around the front wheels. Pull the
hood release lever located on the left kick panel. Move the safety catch located under the front
edge of the hood, near the center and raise the hood. Use a firm downward push at the center
front edge of the hood to ensure that both latches engage. Page Engine Compartment - 2.
Washer Fluid Reservoir 2. Brake Fluid Reservoir 3. Integrated Power Module Fuses 4. Air
Cleaner Filter 5. Engine Oil Fill 7. Engine Coolant Pressure Cap 8. Engine Oil Dipstick 9. Engine
Coolant Reservoir Power Steering Fluid Reservoir Metric Fuel Approximate The oil change
indicator system will remind you that it is time to take your vehicle in for scheduled
maintenance. This type of vehicle use is considered Severe Duty. This center contains cartridge
fuses and mini-fuses. A label that identifies each component may be printed on the inside of the
cover. Because of the reduced ground clearance, do not take your vehicle through an automatic
car wash with a compact or limited-use temporary spare installed. This tire may look like the
originally equipped tire on the front or rear axle of your vehicle, but it is not. This spare tire may
have limited tread life. Page Customer Assistance Warranty Booklet. United States customers
may visit the Jeep Contact Us page at For the full line of Authentic Jeep Accessories by Mopar,
visit your local dealership or online at mopar. For complete operational instructions, All Rights
Reserved. This manual is also suitable for: compass. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. What has happened to our once brilliant blue skies? How many have noticed
the change? Over 70 years ago global powers committed the planet and populations to a
climate engineering experiment from which there is no return. What are the consequences of
conducting these programs? Who is responsible for carrying out these programs? To keep up
with the progress of the coming GeoengineeringWatch. I love ambient music. It is shocking,
even to me.. Maybe a new awakening is taking place. Do you think they may be spraying us with
the Coronavirus on top of it all? How could this virus scare have been engineered so quickly
globally? Have a good day and God's Speed. I have noticed it has accelerated in the last few
years with lower clouds and more complete haze. It seems especially heavy here and I don't
know if that is because there is an army base located here. I think it is the worst disaster the
planet has faced but when I try to talk to people they don't believe it. I live in Grand Junction,
Colorado. For the most part CV19 cases have been very low, diminishing or holding steady in
our county. Maybe, but I question everything now days. I live rural and have seen the effects of
geoengineering about once weekly over the past few years. However, since mid June it's been
daily. I have many photos to evidence this. There is also a white haze over the sky and hills
most days and very little sunshine. The sun literally cannot break through the heavily dispersed
clouds due to their dimming assaults. I have many questions to ask about what I am witnessing,
especially about the aircraft involved, as I reside in an area that has a lot of air traffic and I've
noticed some strange activities lately. I'm assuming this is a nation-wide assault to escalate the
fulfillment of their NWO agendas. A May snowstorm is in the making for this weekend, and it

could bring historic snow totals to parts of the interior Northeast and New England. On Friday, a
storm system moving into the Northeast will clash with bitter cold Arctic air courtesy of the
polar vortex, bringing the potential for heavy, wet snow to the region. Heavy rain is possible
along the I corridor. The most effective way is to use the scientific terms Goengineering,
Climate engineering solar radiation management. And one more question I have to ask. God
bless all of you. Good point Michael. I was wondering exactly the same thing- indeed all but few
people are retired. Very sad state of the affairs that all this is talking place. Ruining out beautiful
planet and living life on. What happened to us humans? What planet are we leaving to future
generations? Sarah I want to thank you for giving me the comfort of one person showing me
that I was heard. The human race is acting like mold on a sandwich eventually it destroys it.
God bless you and your family. In my opinion we have reached this point because nobody is an
individual anymore we are being destroyed by group thing. Otherwise the locked-down Brits
have enjoyed skies at their clearest in a decade or two. Hi, yes we had the same here in Rugby
on the 23rd of May. Its amazing how so many people. Are stuck to the idea why would they
spray us. Three years ago I moved to North Carolina. Could they possibly be the ones spreading
the coronavirus around the world? Is there a correlation? Dane, I heard you speak when I lived
in Ashland and I applaud your work. I can't wait til the new film comes out. I will do my part to
spread the word here in NC. Thank you for all you are doing. Donna, I live in the mountains of
western NC. They started slowly here, at which point I was never sure "are those chemtrails or
natural cloud formations? I used to see them out early every Sunday morning on my way to
work, but now since the lockdown, they are up there almost every day of the week. And people
will still look up and say "it's condensation" even though there are virtually no commercial
flights anymore. Bye-bye blue sky. Hi Donna, I'm going to say "yes". Whether it's the virus or
not which is being sprayed , it seems pretty clear to me that what they are spraying is adhering
to our lungs and making them the perfect environment for the virus to attach to. A handful of
genetic and structural analyses have identified a key feature of the virus â€” a protein on its
surface â€” that might explain why it infects human cells so readily. Other groups are
investigating the doorway through which the new coronavirus enters human tissues â€” a
receptor on cell membranes. Both the cell receptor and the virus protein offer potential targets
for drugs to block the pathogen, but researchers say it is too early to be sure. Dane ,
coincidence or not unusually colder temps across the nation during epidemic.. Dane, what a
trailer! The Dimming will break ground and shake people at their very root. Passing it along.
Superb trailer, Dane. Absolutely superb. I so look forward to the full movie and sharing it far and
wide. As regards spraying, I've been watching the skies in southern AZ very closely for months,
stretching into years. There has occurred an inordinately high volume of spraying over Tucson
for about 5 of the last 7 daysâ€¦quite dramaticâ€¦. Why would I say this? I have personally seen,
from a distance, many grounded grayish-white jets with no markings on them, no colors, no
logos, etc. The whole coronavirus thing has obviously not put any kind of noticeable dent in
their operations. Plausible deniability, you knowâ€¦. And of course, all of the associated footage
of massive spraying occurring in our atmosphere just lends more weight to the findings of the
atmospheric team. The whole package is stunningly powerful. I already know the top 5 or 6
answers to that question and maybe this upcoming film will get into some of that, or maybe it
won't. But I am sure this film will light a fire under a lot of asses to find out more on this topic.
Thanks, Dane, for your impeccable commitment to the only "cause" there really is anymore. I've
always appreciated what you bring to the plate. Question is why is President Trump allowing
this to continue? Why is our USAF being used to spray us like crop duster? Why is all this so
silent on national television? We all know its true. We are being used as experiments!! People
keep wondering why there are so many dead trees in the wooded areas or why seemingly
healthy trees fall over. A live hardwood with all green leaves just feel across my road a few
weeks ago. There hadn't been any rain in a couple weeks and not wind, it just came down on a
power line and blocked us all in on my cul de sac. I live in rural south and I see trails from time
to time, the skies are often dull and hazy. Interesting note on the planes Marc. Very disturbing
info to consider. Ignorance is NOT bliss! Hello, Dawn, thank you for your observations and
input. In regard to the dying of the trees, the attached link will provide more input. I can't wait
for this to come out, especially now. People are already starting to have their doubts about
things being confined to their homes. Thank you Dane for all you have done. Jesse, funny you
should say that, but I do the same thing. I will turn the volumn up on my phone when my
husband is around so that he can't avoid hearing it when I play Dane's weekly report. He already
believes they are spraying the skies, but there is alot he does not believe. This is one way to
force him to listen to it, because just telling him this isn't enough. I'd been drinking Mushroom 8
powder from amazon, sorry folks.. Now I'm just hoping it will not cycle around and try to punch
me down again, because I've heard this chimera of a virus does thatâ€” I think I read you may

feel sick initially, then feel better for a little while, then BAMâ€”! But I'm gonna treat this crap as
if it were!!! Praying for your swift and complete recovery Dennie. Though it sounds like you
have the situation well in hand between your acupuncturist and chinese medicine provider!
Good luck and be well friend s around the globe. Can't wait to view 'The Dimming' and share
this valuable new information from such credible and knowledgeable sources put together by
Dane and his team. Last weeks Global Alert report brought me to tears at the end of it. Dane, the
work you are doing is surely commissioned by our Heavenly Creator. Truly inspirational is your
courage and integrity! Dennie, I pray you do not have this virus, but if you do, may I add that I
heard mega doses of Vitamin C help to get rid of it. My daughter is a vegetarian and she has
been mega dosing Vitamin C all fall and winter and has not been sick once. It is working for me.
Keep well my friend and please let us know how you are doing. VSF: This is wonderful, very
professional, high impact, hard hitting data, beautiful editing. Well done! Congratulations to all
who have worked so hard! Dane, Congratulations for this mile stone. I couldn't imagine the
efforts and ordeals you have gone through this far. I can hardly wait to get my hands on a copy
of the finished presentation. Glad to see a U. Brigadier General speaking out about these ugly
streaks in the sky. We now have 9 California counties joining the lockdown zone with it's
"shelter-in-place" order as of today, with more on the way, I believe. Reading at sites like
nextdoor. Kids are having big "sleepovers" and congregating in large groups to shoot hoops,
play soccer and hang out surfing. You'd think it was One Big Happy Vacation here, from the
looks of some people's behavior. Meanwhile, here are infection rates:. Chronicle, was in Orange
County on January 25, My cousin's granddaughter visited Disneyland-Anaheim in January She
was treated with antibiotics and anti-inflammatories, but there was no culture taken and no
swabbing. Thank you, Dane. We lived in Northern California for years, I noticed the milky skies
back in the 80s, winters without rain, winters with flooding, white spiderweb whisps floating
down and hanging in the trees and vaporizing away after about 30 minutes, chem trails
constantly, solar panels producing only half of potential on the chemtrail days of which we had
very few clear days, trees and plants dying, leaves being burned right after a rain, the list goes
on and on. We couldn't live there anymore, too hard to breath and grow things. I also notice it is
hard to even get this posting submitted. We look forward to your film. Wow, The Dimming looks
like it is going to be absolute dynamite. Thank you so much, Dane for your incredible
dedication, clarity and compassion. Grateful that this documentary is soon coming to educate
the public that is destroying the totality of our planet! Can we buy a copy to share with others?
Hello, Mary, thank you for standing with us in the critical effort to expose and halt climate
engineering. In regard to your question, yes, we will make DVDs available. We will also post the
full length film online as soon as it is completed so that it can be shared for free. Thank you
Dane for all the hard work you do. Really look forward for the full release. Maybe you can add
this cornavirus into the film. Dane, Im blown away!! I would like to make a huge banner. In
regard to existing GeoengineeringWatch. Your email address will not be published. Share Pin 4.
December 9, at pm. Morpheus says:. November 7, at pm. Julie says:. October 4, at pm. Jake
Hottell says:. August 23, at pm. Celeste Sinclaire says:. September 7, at am. November 1, at pm.
Cat says:. August 7, at pm. Michael says:. May 8, at am. May 6, at pm. Sara says:. August 24, at
am. August 26, at pm. Trevor Smith says:. April 23, at am. Bob says:. June 11, at am. Robert
Holyoake says:. June 16, at am. Donna Corso says:. March 26, at am. Suzytru says:. April 12, at
am. K Anders says:. June 14, at am. Paul Fowler says:. March 22, at pm. Brooke Webster says:.
March 21, at pm. Jc says:. March 21, at am. Beatriz says:. March 20, at pm. March 23, at pm. Jeff
says:. August 15, at pm. Dawn says:. September 17, at am. Dane Wigington says:. September
17, at pm. Lee says:. October 4, at am. Sandy Patrus says:. Mary Hollowell says:. Jesse says:.
Duane Martin says:. March 20, at am. Dennie says:. Earth Angel says:. Freesialuv says:. May 9,
at pm. Susan Ferguson says:. March 19, at am. March 18, at pm. John says:. Gary Morrow says:.
Mary Pishney says:. Joseph says:. Robin Christensen says:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Click the image above to sign-up. Full Color, Glossy Flyers!
Follow RealGeoEngWatch. Click here to view the footage. Click here to view tutorial. Watch the
live satellite activity. The consequences of the. What many Americans are not being told is.
Global climate engineering operations are not just a. Is that in fact exactly the objective of the.
Why is there no mainstream reporting on the consequences that have. No matter how many red
flags are. Will this legislation pass? In the meantime a rapidly growing percentage. We are being
told that new and far more contagious strains of. How is is possible for such a consistently
anomalous cooling of such a. What path is Hurricane Dorian. Available data makes clear the
answer is yes. Were the weathermakers attempting to churn. The immense scale of climate
forcing being carried out by. The short article and. Increasingly shocking and compelling film
footage. Endless political theater is. As our forests and wildlife disappear, instead. What are we
to do as the walls close in on us? Is it not our duty of care to protect our children's future and

this. Though there are countless forms of contamination from human activities, the climate
engineering. Kohls, MD â€” Duty. The public has had a. Source: Politico Irakli Loladze is a
mathematician by training, but he was in a biology lab when he encountered the puzzle that
would change his life. Kohls, M. Kohls, MD Definition of an. We would never know,. Trees are a
miraculous organism, a primary pillar in the web of life on our once thriving planet. They
perform countless essential functions including sequestering carbon. The photo images shown
below were captured from. Not only are our skies being constantly saturated with highly toxic
climate engineering elements,. The impacts or frequencies and the effects they can create.
Kohls, MD December 4, Over. Kohls, MD Social circles, generally speaking, are just one. In the
meantime, new strains of the virus continue to surface. Are we. In the meantime governments
around the. What will be the. Is the desperately needed societal. From weather warfare to
engineered. Chemical ice nucleation elements are a core component of. The increasingly
desperate and destructive operations being carried. The combination satellite. The more heavily
and extensively. All official sources are blaming. Like the recent Santa Rosa fire disaster, the
current wildfires are verifiably connected to. Though there are countless forms of
anthropogenic damage to the biosphere with. While mainstream media entertains and distracts
many Americans with the Donald Trump circus of idiocy, our planet is literally burning to the
ground. Though there are. Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch. These particulates are being
sprayed from jet aircraft. Our planet's. This narrative is being pushed by. Not only are air
travelers inhaling high concentrations of toxic. The ongoing catastrophic effects of the global.
Methane is over times more. The current NOAA departure from normal high temperature
"forecast". Imagine the vast majority of populations blindly. In response, the. Source: The
Telegraph Russia this year has suffered the most Arctic wildfires since satellite monitoring
started as climate change creates the conditions necessary for blazes to. Source:
Counterpunch. Ocean waters are rising because of. Source: Earther. But rarely have humans
been lucky enough to see them happen in. Source Skeptical Science What The Science Says:
Peer-reviewed research, physics, and math all tell us that a grand solar minimum would have no
more than a. Source: Resilience Human beings are now waging war against life itself as we
continue to destroy not just individual lives, local populations and entire species in. Source:
Bloomberg America's coastal cities are preparing for legal battles over real estate that slips into
the ocean. One April morning in , Daryl Carpenter, a. Still think they can't alter the weather? The
consequences of the climate engineering insanity are already unquantifiable and growing by the
day. Massive methane eruptions are pushing the planet toward. It is calculated that. The global.
Flames from the "Butte. Greg continues to make his voice heard. This unimaginable. An
Award-Winning Documentary. The ScanGauge family of products are designed to plug directly
into the diagnostics connector or OBDII port under the dash of and new cars and light trucks.
Some vehicles built prior to may also be compatible with ScanGauge products. For a full listing
of vehicle compatibility, choose the appropriate compatibility list below, based on the model
year of your vehicle. The ScanGauge family of products are generally fully compatible with
vehicles manufactured after Below is a list of known exceptions organized by year. This does
not necessarily mean your vehicle is not compatible. You can also use the search box to narrow
the results. Partial Compatibility Some vehicles do not provide all of the possible information.
Use the search box to narrow the results. Ford Explorer, Ranger, and AeroStar 4. Unless the
recall ECU software update has been completed. Jeep Liberty with the diesel engine does not
report fuel use or trip functions and some of the gauges. Compatibility List for Vehicles
manufactured prior to Vehicles manufactured prior to were not required to implement an OBDII
port in their vehicles. Need Some Help? Dobson Rd Suite Mesa, Arizona Phone : Fax: Ford, GM
and Dodge trucks with diesel engines. Lotus Elise Jeep Liberty with the diesel engine does not
report fuel use or trip functions and some of the gauges. Understanding what each symbol
means and the proper action to take when they appear can save you from a potentially costly
breakdown or serious accident. Warning symbols are designed to alert you to serious
mechanical issues your Jeep is experiencing, while indicator lights inform you when certain
vehicle features are either in-use or when a non-emergency issue is detected. To learn how to
identify some of the most common warning and indicator symbols on your Jeep Patriot,
continue reading our helpful guide below. You might notice that when you initially start your
engine, a number of symbols might flash on your dashboard panel and then disappear. This is a
normal occurrence and no cause for concern. If any symbol continues to remain lit after a few
seconds, you should immediately review the issue before taking any further action. This light is
designed to monitor various brake functions. You should immediately schedule a service
appointment to have these areas of your brakes inspected. Oil Pressure Warning Light â€” This
symbol appears as a dripping oil can and means your oil pressure has dropped to a dangerous
level. Immediately head to the nearest service station and check your oil levels. If the light

remains lit, schedule a service appointment as soon as possible. Tire Pressure Warning Light
â€” This symbol appears as a horseshoe surrounding an exclamation point and indicates the air
pressure in at least one of your tires is at an unsafe level. If you notice the warning light turns
back on, you might have a punctured or worn-out tire and should immediately schedule a
service appointment. Electronic Throttle Control Warning Light â€” This symbol appears as
lightning bolt with two concave lines on either side. Immediately schedule a service
appointment and avoid driving until the issue is resolved. Schedule a full diagnostics test at
your earliest opportunity. Immediately seek out the nearest gas station to avoid a breakdown.
Electronic Stability Control Indicator Light â€” This symbol appears as the rearview of a car with
two wavy lines underneath. This symbol will flash for a few seconds to alert you that the system
is engaged. If this symbol remains lit, a malfunction has occurred, and you should schedule a
service appointment to have it inspected. Transmission Temperature Indicator Light â€” This
symbol appears as a thermometer inside of a gear or toothed wheel and indicates that your
transmission fluid temperature is too hot. This might occur when your Jeep is towing a heavy
trailer or has exceeded its standard payload. If
2015 kia
chevy malibu headlight replacement
2013 nissan sentra sv owners manual
this light appears, immediately pull over and turn off the engine until the engine has time to
cool down. When lit, it indicates that your washer fluid reservoir is nearly empty. Refill with
washer fluid at your earliest convenience. At Station Chrysler Jeep, our team of highly skilled
technicians is here to help drivers near Mansfield, Attleboro, and Norton remain safe on the
road. Stop by our convenient location or schedule an appointment online today! Open Today!
Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Jeep Maintenance Schedules. Service Specials.
Contact Service Please don't hesitate to direct your service questions to us! Fill out the simple
form below and our technicians will get back to you. Find Your Vehicle Close. Search By
Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share:
share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text.
Contact Us Close. Sales Call Now. Today's Hours: Open Today! Station Chrysler Jeep

